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A Win for Wildlife – Judge Agrees: No Logging in Giant Sequoia National Monument
Kernville, CA – On June 5, 2015, Sequoia ForestKeeper® (SFK), a nonprofit organization with
its attorney René Voss, won a judgment in its lawsuit against the U.S. Forest Service for
approving a logging project in the Giant Sequoia National Monument. The Hume Roadside and
Recreation Site Hazard Tree Project was unlawfully attempting to sell trees from within The
Monument where tree removal is restricted by Presidential Proclamation to where “clearly
needed” for ecological restoration and maintenance or public safety. “Sequoia ForestKeeper is
not preventing the U.S. Forest Service from implementing any safety issues; we just want to
make sure they follow their own management plan for the Giant Sequoia National Monument,”
said Ara Marderosian, Executive Director of Sequoia ForestKeeper®.
In a well-reasoned opinion, Judge Lawrence O’Neill of the United States District Court of the
Eastern District of California ruled for Sequoia ForestKeeper® on its National Forest
Management Act (NFMA) and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) claims, holding that
the Forest Service’s Hume Hazard Tree project decision to allow the removal of trees from the
Giant Sequoia National Monument must be set aside.
The objection to the sale and removal of trees from the Monument was the key to the case.
Sequoia ForestKeeper® did not object to felling of trees where they were truly a hazard to
human health and safety. Carla Cloer of Sequoia Task Force said; "we have long worried that the
Forest Service was not taking its own criteria seriously before removing trees. Now they will
have to base tree removal and restoration projects on sound science and provable data.”
Even though all hazard trees had been felled and the Forest Service promised it would never sell
or remove the felled trees, SFK’s continued the case to demonstrate that the same situation could
be repeated in the future, but could evade review in future litigation since the parties would again
be faced with similar legal challenges.

The Forest Service’s decision to remove trees from the Monument violated the reasonable
standards found in the Giant Sequoia National Monument Plan in several ways. First, the Forest
Service failed to show how its decision to remove trees would allow it to meet the plan’s down
wood material standard that maintained the health of the ecosystem. Second, the Forest Service
failed to demonstrate that removal was justified under the requirement that that mechanical
treatment “will only be considered if other methods do not meet ecological objectives in the
project purpose and need.” The Forest Service failed to show that removal from the Monument
was clearly needed for (1) public safety, (2) wildfire prevention/mitigation, or (3) disease
management.

With regard to public safety risks, the court wrote: “The record does not show that trees in any
particular area are likely to cause any particular safety hazard if they are not removed entirely
from the Monument. Rather, these risks are entirely speculative.” With respect to wildfire risks,
the court first noted that the Forest Service admitted that Alternative C “would not pose a fire
hazard because large boles (20 inches or larger) rarely burn.” It held that “the Forest Service
never found that Alternative C would lead to an unacceptable accumulation of fuel is not a
semantic defect. Rather, it reflects the fact that the Forest Service never estimated how many
trees would be left in place. Without doing so, it cannot conclude that these trees will lead to an
unacceptable risk.” Finally, with respect to disease management, the court agreed with SFK that
the Forest Service’ “conclusions are insufficient because they do not actually find that leaving
trees on site would result in infestation levels higher than whatever is currently known. … Nor
do Defendants identify facts in the administrative record that would show that leaving trees on
site would actually increase levels of infestation.”

Turning to SFK’s NEPA claim regarding scientific accuracy, integrity, and monitoring, the court
held that the Forest Service’ “data does not support its claim that any amount of tree removal
would allow it to establish an adequate quantity of downed wood… Thus the Forest Service’s
assertion that future monitoring could somehow ensure that there would be enough wood on the
ground is not sufficiently supported by the data.”
This opinion establishes justifiably tough standards the Forest Service must meet if it ever wants
to remove trees from the Monument in the future. Chalk one up for the forest and critters on this
one!

The mission of Sequoia ForestKeeper® is to protect and restore the ecosystems of the southern Sierra
Nevada – including both Sequoia National Forest and the Giant Sequoia National Monument – through
monitoring forest conditions, awareness of laws, education, and litigation.
By acting as the eyes, ears, and voice of the forest, SFK seeks to improve land management practices, to
promote land stewardship, to enforce existing laws and regulations, to implement public awareness
programs, to offer assistance to local land management agencies, and to save natural forest ecosystems.
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